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What is Ethnography? 

• The idea of ethnography is that a researcher stays for a long 
period of time  with a group he or she studying.

• Staying mean, working together, eating together, partying 
together, having fun leisure, going to temple/church/mosque, 
gathering together in order to understand people in the 
study.

• The researcher can do a more naturalistic enquiry by staying 
for prolonged period of time with people, participating with 
them as well as observing them.

• Observation plays an important role in ethnography.



• We have been measuring (quantitatively)the Sphoorti 
intervention inputs, and service delivery targets and 
indicators on a regular basis. 

• Practically, it is quite challenging to measure the adequacy 
&quality aspects of any interventions through quantitative 
approach. 

• Henceforth, we conducted a small qualitative observation 
study, adopting partial/modified ethnographic approach to 
measure the adequacy and quality of specific intervention 
activities with role model girls (RMGs) in Sphoorti.

Why Ethnography? 
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Koppal taluka map

Our approach
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• Purposively selected 3 villages 
(Guldahalli, Ojanahalli & Karkihalli) from 
three different intervention clusters.

• Considered 3 major intervention 
activities with RMGs for this study: 

- Modular life skill sessions
- Thematic video production & 

sharing
- Exposure visits



• Two masters students (Rakshita & Pavankumar) from 
the Mangalore University were part of the 
ethnographic field work.

• The two students were trained intensively on 
ethnographic field work, participant observation 
techniques, field notes writing and data analysis skills 
– also provided hands on support during the field 
work. 

• An observation check list was used. 

• Impression management- ‘introduced as students
and expressed intension to learn from their life 
experiences’…this helped to build better rapport and 
capture quality information from both RMGs and 
their parents. 

What we did? 
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What we did …?
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• 28 days field work, starting from 16th March to 
14th April 2017.

• An average 12 visits to each village- together 
35 field trips (210 hours spent in field) and 
written 34 observation field notes. 

• Interacted with all 37 RMGs, Parents, Boys and 
other community stakeholders.

• Participated in video productions, discussions 
on group sessions and exposure visits.

• Informal engagement with RMGs: playing, 
dancing, visit to local places, eating together, 
deep hanging out etc. 

• Data analysis was done using the qualitative 
matrix analysis approach.



KEY RESULTS



RMGs v/s other girls in the neighbourhood: 
differences in nutshell
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• Our observations suggests, as compared with peer girls, most 
RMGs  from the same villages were better in terms of:

• Handling situations with outsiders
• Self confidence
• Academic performance
• Coming out of house and mingling with friends

• They are getting better family support (specially from the 
parents who have gone for exposure visits) even without an 
intensive family level interventions.



Changes 
identified 
by parents

Speaks well 
with others

Regular to 
school & 

interested in 
studies

Confident

Can go out 
alone

Mingle with 
friendsRespect elders

Does the 
household 

work better 

Looking good 
(personal care)

Able to express 
her anger

Changes among RMGS- identified by their 
parents
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On 25th March 2017, few RMGs from the Guladhalli
village took us for a local trip around their village. We first
visited a temple….had our lunch…later had a discussion on their
experiences as part of Sphoorti….later they took us to show a
power plant (a power generation unit) at the corner of their
village. It is quite a big plant run by a private agency and the
public entry was restricted there. However, few girls in our
team visited the firm earlier and they wanted to take us inside,
but the authorities were not allowed. But the girls made all
their efforts to take us inside and their arguments with the
authorities has been a great example for their confidence and
negotiation skills they developed….they even gone to an extent
of contacting their higher-ups over phone. I feel, these girls
have confidence…more stronger when they come together and
are able to execute their negotiation skills with
outsider…however they still need to develop such confidence to
deal with their family members, closed ones…and specially with
father. (from the ethnographic field notes by Rakshita).

Capable to negotiate with outsiders but still 
find it difficult with insiders…
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• Objective: to nurture the self-confidence, efficacy 
and leadership qualities of RMGS  

• 19 out of 21 sessions completed in all 3 villages (Sex 
& sexuality and planning sessions are pending)

• Sessions are conducted in school premises, 
Anganwadi centre and COs house.

• An average 45 minutes to 1 hour for each sessions.

• Since past 4 months, no group reflection sessions or 
no discussions related to LSEs. 

LSE- current status
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LSE role out- Key observations 
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Supply (intervention) side

Taken up as one time event

Completed in a hurry (initially less 
rapport) & not enough preparations 
by COs

Good participation but discussion are 
not beyond training manual

Difficult to connect with real life 
situations

Limited time allocated for each 
sessions
Without enough preparations, COs 
initiated the role out through RMGs 
(Guldahalli)
No follow-up measures & need based 
individual focus

Uptake (RMGs) side

Don’t share/discuss with family 
members & friends

Minimum questioning attitude or less 
likely to get clarifications

Learn & forget (Eexhausted with day 
to day physical work)
Those who frequently absent to 
school are also absent to the group 
sessions



Attendance v/s knowledge: how much they 
remember the content of group sessions?
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• Most of the girls were present in >50 
sessions. However, very few of them 
remember the name and content or 
what they discussed in each sessions 
which they part of. 

• Most common sessions girls 
remembering is health, hygiene, 
education and menstruation. 

• Very few or non of the girls talked or 
remembered other important topics 
such as effective communication, 
human rights, violence, sexual abuse 
etc., 

14%

78%

8%

% OF RMGs PARTICIPATED  (ATTENDANCE) IN LSE 
SESSIONS

All sessions >50 sessions < 50 sessions



• Most RMGs are not sharing their learnings/experiences 
from group sessions with parents….few mothers 
mentioned the health and hygiene sessions and other 
said, ‘she don’t share anything’.

• Girls talks very little with their father’s (it’s also looked 
as sensitive)… and fathers knows very less about their 
daughters educational and other needs. 

• Less communication with father has made RMGs to avail 
less support from him…

Parents (‘father’) child communication is 
very minimum….
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Is something wrong in our communications or are they taking 
our messages in a gender norms prescribed way? 

Question to girls:

What did they taught you in group sessions? 

Ans: They taught us about respecting elders; How respectfully the girl’s 
should behave in  society; How girls should adjust with their in-laws after 
marriage etc. 

Question to parents:

How is your daughter, after taking part in the group sessions?

Ans: Now she listens what we say; now she respect the elders more; she 
does all household work without any compliant etc. 

Communication concerns…
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Thematic video production & sharing-
current status
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• Objectives: Capacities of role model girls built to produce and 
share the videos on thematic areas for cross learning.

• # of girls trained on video making: 30 from three village- few 
missed the training.

• # of videos produced: 6 videos from 3 village in 6 month 
period: Guladahalli 3, Ojanahalli 2 and Karkihalli 1. 

• # of videos shared: Video exchange between the group is not 
yet initiated. 

• Themes for the videos produced: 
- Guldhalli: Child marriage, Drinking water, Crops we grow
- Ojanahalli: Drinking water and Hygiene
- Karkihalli: Child marriage



Thematic video production: key observations
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Supply (intervention) side

COs lack skills in  facilitate the video making… 
Conventional topics are selected as themes for 
video making. 

The content of videos are intent to educate 
us….not facilitating the discussion or critical 
thinking among them. 

The tabs are not available to RMGs as it lies 
with COs for most of the time. 

Using tab for multipurpose (M&E sake) may 
limit its accessibility to RMGs.

Tab has really made an impact on COs 
confidence….now they make it available to 
RMGs & need to avoid personal use (few).  

Uptake (RMGs) side

Girls access to tab mostly limited to seeing & 
touching…a very few got a chance to click 
photos or make videos.

Those who are sharp/active are getting chance 
to operate the tab… others just watching them.

While making videos, more focus was on 
narrating the scene…but not thought why it is 
like that

Not finding it useful tool to build their 
self…found it useful to educate others. 

They need more access to the tab. 



• Themes need to be selected carefully and RMGs should take a 
lead…COs can facilitate.

• It should have an objective to engage them for critical 
thinking…a lot need to be discussed in prior & the personal 
sharing needs to be encouraged. 

• Need to move from conventional themes (child marriage, 
drinking water etc.) and some potential themes could be:

• Why do our parents worry about us?
• Why are we hesitant to speak with our father?
• How can we make our day more productive?
• Etc………

Thoughts to make some effective videos…
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Exposure visits- current status
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• There are about 19 (out of 37) RMGs 
and 13 parents have gone for an 
exposure visits to Mysore. 

• The second round of visit to 
Mangalore has started and most of 
them who have not been to Mysore 
are willing to visit Mangalore (Peer 
influencing working very well). 

• Exposure visits can be considered as 
most successive and impactful 
activity in Sphoorti. 



• All RMGs said, it was a greatest opportunity in their life and a dream come 
true feeling.… for most, it was first time in life to go for such a distant place.

• Many parents participated in exposure visits are stand differently than 
others:

• They (both father & mother) know more about their daughters.
• Not just supporting…but also engaged actively in her studies. 
• Some stated about the changes in their attitude in gender discriminations. 

• Also, RMGs have reported the changes in their parents after exposure visits:

• They trust me and not scared to leave me alone.  
• Allowing me to go out and interact with other RMGs in the village.
• No objections to take part in Sphoorti activities. 

Exposure visit-Key observations
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• Some girls and the parents haven't turned up for the exposure visit 
and the reasons are:

• It was harvesting time and so that we haven’t gone. 
• Mysore is so for and I am scared to go (girls)
• I was not well at that time and I will go next time. 
• I have vomiting problem and I am scared to go.

• No follow-up measure to engage those supportive role model 
parents in intervention. 

Exposure visit-Key observations…
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We are not sure about eating food at right time when we were in home,
however, we had food at right time on each day and all arrangements were
excellent, they took care us very well, they took us to temple, introduced the
achievers and talked about the importance of girl child education and this was
great realization. now I am aware of my daughter education and this helped me to
send my daughter to the exposure visit without any hesitations (Father’s views
from the ethnographic field notes by Pavan).

We have been to Mysore palace, Ashram, Tippu’s palace, Chamundi hill
and it was a great experience…more than that, we had an opportunity to interact
and learn from the women achievers… after this visit, I changed my mind about my
daughter’s education and I decided to support whatever she would like to do…now
I am more keen on her school continuations…I am allowing her to mingle and play
with her friends…I will make sure my daughters education (Mother’s views from
the ethnographic field notes by Rakshita).

Parents views on exposure visits
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• Program is focusing more on improving self-worth than 
providing a platform for open communication between 
parents and children. 

• Need to revisit some of our program strategies…tab…COs 
outreach  etc. 

• Need to invest more time, energy and resources to build 
the capacities of COs, brining critical thinking among 
RMGs. 

• Exposure visit….need to have follow-up with parents and 
lot more can be done from sustainability point of view. 

Overall observations
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On 10th April 2017, the RMGs took us to
different places in the village and finally we visited the
village temple. All RMGs enter the temple, rang the
bell…offered prayers… and took teertha (holi water)
from the priest. However, Chitra & Radha was standing
outside and they were not even ready to enter the
temple premises…I asked them to come inside and they
were quite…haven’t said anything…meanwhile, other
girls quickly reacted and said, don’t force them and
they can not come inside….they belongs to madar caste
and they don’t have an entry here…Chitra & Radha was
really disappointed but they haven’t said anything…for
me it was a shock and I really felt bad….a question
came to my mind was…. how much capable we are in
building the confidence of these girls in such a horrible
environment...this has really bothered me (from the
ethnographic field notes by Rakshita).

Caste system has been affecting the  
RMGs self confidence
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We found few COs approaching the RMGs in

a traditional way of outreach… they visit their house,

take an update from parents,…parents talk (some

times blame/compliant) about their kid and COs

preach something to RMGs & Parents….then move

into next house. I feel, this need to be changed…COs

need to spend some quality time with RMGs,…try to

be Akka,…take them out….have chat….give them

scope to express…this could also be a better strategy

to address their psychological issues (from the

ethnographic field notes by Rakshita).

Traditional way of outreach by COs
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• Sphoorthi messages are playing a great role in building the 
confidence among girls and guiding them on academics… working 
very well. 

• However, the RMGs are started conceptualizing the Sphoorti as a 
strongest girl and she never defeat in her life (an angel)… She can do 
all good things to the girls….So now it is time to project Sphoorti as a 
common girl like any others, but with her confidence and will power, 
how differently she is performing… She is also having problems but 
how differently she could able to manage those problems. 

• Few set of parents in the village have started believing that their 
childrens may monetarily benefited by project in long run… Parents 
expectations need to be clarified sensitively. 

Sphoorti- a divine power?
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Quality of education- some find it difficult 
to read & write Kannada….English?
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RMGs were asked to write their experiences in Sphoorti, but a large 
variations found in their writing skills. This alerts COs to critically think 
the prioritization practices….



Thank you 


